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Abstract
We introduce a case-based system, BOLERO, that learns both plans and goal states, with
the aim of improving the performance of a rule-based system by adapting the rule-based
system behavior to the most recent information available about a patient. On the one hand,
BOLERO gets knowledge from cases in the form of plans that are represented as sequences
of decision steps. The advantages of this representation include: 1) retrieval and adaptation
of parts of plans (steps) appropriate to the current problem state; 2) generation of new plans
not previously available in memory; and 3) learning from experience, either from successful
or failed plans. On the other hand, goal states are sets of diagnosis likelihoods and are not
known beforehand. For this reason BOLERO uses solutions of past cases to recognize a state
as a goal state of a new planning problem. BOLERO and a rule-based system are integrated
into a meta-level architecture in which we emphasize the collaboration of both systems in
solving problems. The rule-based system executes the plans generated by BOLERO. As a
consequence of the execution of plans, the rule-based system furnishes BOLERO with new
information with which BOLERO can generate a new plan to adapt the reasoning process of
the rule-based system into correspondence with the recent available data. All the methods
have been designed to be useful for medical diagnosis and have been tested in the domain of
diagnosing pneumonia.

Keywords: case-based reasoning, adaptive planning, medical diagnosis, goal state learning,
learning from experience.
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Introduction

Advances in AI technology allows the development of complex, real world applications. In
knowledge-based systems (KBS) of this sort, planning plays an important role insofar as plans
can make problem solving more ecient, controlling the resources needed to solve a problem and
adapting the problem solving process to changes in the environment (Tate, 1990).
An adaptation to environmental changes is especially important in KBS's in medical domains
where the data available is usually incomplete and uncertain. The physician copes with
incompleteness and uncertainty by dynamically generating and executing plans . For example,
when a patient arrives at the hospital, the information usually available consists of the name
of the patient, age, social security number, etc. The physician then performs an exploratory
examination to determine the condition of the patient. To diagnose an illness, each physician
follows a set of questions, for example, the pathological record of interest of the patient, (smoker,
alcoholic, diabetic, : : : ), that leads him to generate hypotheses about the patient's illness. Having
a set of hypotheses, the physician plans a set of clinical tests and physical examinations in order
to collect data bringing forward some evidence con rming or discarding the hypotheses. At the
same time, the new data available can suggest new and more likely hypotheses to the physician.
Then, he plans a new set of tests and examinations in order to con rm or disprove the new set
of hypotheses. This process continues until either a set of hypotheses has been con rmed with a
certain degree of evidence, or the physician is unable to determine the patient's illness. Thus, an
important issue when planning the task of a medical diagnosis KBS is the ability to adapt the
system behavior to the most recent data available by re-planning.
Another interesting point in developing a planning system in medical domains is the fact that
there is no goal state de ned as part of the given data of the problem to be solved. Whereas
a planning problem is typically de ned by a initial state, a set of operators and a speci cation
of goal states, in medical diagnosis we do not have these nal state speci cation as input to
the planner 1. A physician plans the sequence of decision steps that leads him to conclude the
diagnosis of a patient without knowing in advance which this diagnosis will be. He explores
di erent alternatives and nally, he founds a diagnosis with a certain degree of certainty. We say
that in medical diagnosis we have an open-goal planning problem. For this reason when planning
in medical diagnosis we need a method that learns to recognize when a satisfactory solution to a
problem has been achieved.
The most challenging question in developing a planning system is that it is preferable that
the system learns the knowledge needed to plan rather than requiring a knowledge engineer to
acquire and code this knowledge. Plans can make problem solving more ecient but we observed
in earlier experiments at our Institute that the process of assuring the proper sequence of actions
during problem solving strongly depends on the skills of the knowledge engineer to "tune" the
system. An empirical study made at Carnegie Mellon University (Carbonell, 1991) points out that
the knowledge engineer spends about 30% to 60% of the time performing such "tuning". It seems
convenient to provide methods that acquire the strategic knowledge required to plan, eliminating
the hand-made tuning phase.
Taking into account the previous considerations, we focus our research on learning plans and
learning goal states in medical diagnosis. As a result of our work, we present on this paper
four main contributions. First, we have developed a case-based planning method that eases
the knowledge acquisition phase of complex, real world applications. With such a method it is
possible to learn plans from cases provided either by a teacher or by the system's own experience.
Advantages of case-based planning are saving engineer's time in knowledge acquisition and avoiding
the detection and correction of interactions among di erent parts of knowledge (i.e. the "tuning"
work).
The second contribution is that BOLERO, the case-based planner we built, is able to retrieve
plans from memory according to the information available anytime. In order to plan a task (eg.
1 Moreover we show later in this paper how we do not deal with operators the e ects of which are known before
its execution, but with actions the e ect of which are not known beforehand.
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diagnosing of a patient), BOLERO re-uses plans and adapts the system behavior to changes in
the environment by re-planning. The approach followed to represent cases has been relevant to
reuse parts of past plans to solve a problem.
The third contribution is a meta-level architecture in which we integrate the case-based planner
with an existing rule-based system (RBS diagnostic system). In such architecture BOLERO
learns how to plan the task the RBS performs in order to improve the RBS performance. The
solution of a problem is then achieved by interleaving planning (by the case-based planner) and
execution of plans (by the RBS), in such a way that the reasoning process is adapted to changes
in the environment. Uncertainty and incompleteness typical in medical diagnosis is handled in a
traditional approach to the rule-based system with fuzzy methods (Agust et al., 1992) or certainty
factors (Pearl, 1988) whereas re-planning o ers a new approach to t the diagnostic procedure to
the last relevant information available.
Finally, we have developed a case-based method to learn and recognize goal states. In medical
diagnosis a goal state is de ned as a suciently accurate set of diagnoses. This case-based method
runs concurrently with the case-based planner, and decides upon problem solving termination.
The key issue of the method relies on the measures de ned to compare a past goal state with the
current problem solving state in order to acknowledge it as a goal state. In addition to learn plans,
BOLERO then learns to recognize appropriate solutions to problems.

1.1 Overview of the rest of the article
We continue this paper by describing the key issue in which all of our work is founded, that is, the
representation of plans as cases. Then, we explain the meta-level architecture that constitutes the
framework in which the case-based system and the knowledge-based system are integrated. After
that, we proceed by describing BOLERO rst as the system that learns and generates plans, and
second as the system that learns and recognizes goal states. Then we give the results obtained
when we applied BOLERO to a medical domain. And nally, we discuss the relations of which are
the relations of our system to other research, the conclusions of our work, and the open problems
and ideas that we want to continue from now on.
2

BOLERO's cases

Cases are the elemental entities in which case-based reasoners work. So when designing a casebased system we must pay special attention to case representation. In our domain, problems are
represented by the pathological record of a patient, in which data gathered during the diagnosis
are registered, as well as the analysis and any kind of probes performed to obtain them. In the
record of a patient we can also nd the diagnosis, if achieved, and the suggested therapy.
BOLERO cases come from two sources. On one hand, cases solved by the system can be added
to its memory, learning by its own experience. On the other hand, when the system has no cases,
a teacher provides a set of initial cases. Those cases are used to train the system in problem
solving. The quality and complexity of the training cases, as well as the order in which they are
proportioned to the system, are really relevant, as shown in (Cornuejols, 1993).
In the introduction, we have shown how a physician diagnoses a patient by following a sequence
of decision steps in which the physician successively adapts plans. Consistently, if we want to
capture in a case the adaptive behavior of the physician when diagnosing a patient, we must
re ect the di erent steps in which the physician plans new tests and examinations. In each step of
the diagnostic process we need to distinguish the data or known facts, the situations or set of facts
in which the physician changes his hypotheses, and the actions (set of tests and examinations)
which con rm or discard them. In a case, it is important to distinguish the diagnosis of the patient
or solution of the problem from the plan followed to achieve it. All of these points are explained
in the following, and we end this section by giving the case representation approach followed in
BOLERO, and how we have acquired the cases from the expert.
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2.1 Facts
A fact can be described by an attribute-value pair, as for example (pathological-record, drugaddict). However this description is poor, mainly for two reasons.
First of all, the physician distinguishes relevant facts, as for example, (hemoculture, yes), from
less-relevant ones, as for example (pathological-record, fsmoker, drug addictg). The physician relies
more on the fact hemoculture than on the fact pathological-record because the hemoculture is a
speci c test, the results of which provide precise information about the patient's illness. However,
hemocultures are only performed 3,79% of the times, meanwhile more than 86% of the times the
pathological history of the patient is known. Speci c data should be the most relevant, but they
are typically known in few occasions. So it is necessary in the representation of a fact to take
into account the relevance and for our purposes, especially the relevance from the viewpoint of
planning.
Secondly, attributes of facts are related to each other. Relations can be of di erent types:
hierarchical, precedence, etc. For example, associated clinical data (i.e. skin and circulatory)
and dispnea belong to the semiology category. Relations among attributes help the physician
to know the relevance of facts. For example, semiology data is not always reliable because its
interpretation is quite subjective, and so it has a lesser importance. Therefore, associated clinical
data and dispnea are also less important. We take into account relations of facts by expressing
them explicitly in a domain network, as the one shown in gure 1. Beyond facilitating the strategic
knowledge acquisition of facts, the network is helpful to perform abstraction when learning from
cases.
It is interesting to note that relations are useful both for learning and inference purposes. For
example, inference can use relations for avoiding asking about a speci c fact if some previous,
more general one, is still unknown. So if we try to learn plans for an existing rule-based system,
we can assume that we can use the existing domain network.
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Figure 1: Partial view of the domain knowledge network where di erent relations
among attributes are de ned (belongs-to, kind-of, etc.) Facts are connected with a
is-a link to the attribute.

2.2 Situations and actions
A situation is a set of facts. Given a situation, we can have a set of hypotheses. Then what we
need is an action to con rm or discard the hypotheses, that is, some test or examination. In each
situation the physician can plan a sequence of actions [a1; : : : ; an] or plan, p. When executing
the actions, new evidence about the patient's illness, and so, about the hypotheses, can be found.
Situation changes occur. As a consequence, new, di erent actions can be planned.
Let us suppose that in a given situation the physician is trying to discriminate the type of illness
the patient su ers: either bacterial or atypical pneumonia. This is called the bact-atyp action
and bacterial-pneumonia and atypical-pneumonia are facts that, when instantiated, constitute the
results of the actions. To instantiate them, the physician plans a gathering of information about
4

Patient b06v1:
(a)

Initial data

(community-acquired, yes)
(sex, male)
(establishment, sudden)
(b)
(state-of-patient, mod-serious)
(age, 85)
(asylum, unkown)
(X-rays, ill-de ned-bound, con uent-images)
(bacterial-pneumonia, very-possible)
(c)
[gather-information
bact-atyp
pneumoccoccus
enterobacteriaceae
legionella
anaerobis
tuberculosis
staphiloccoccus
s-pyogenes
hemophylus
meningoccoccus
brahnamella]
(d)
(pneumonia-pneumoccoccus, possible)
(pneumonia-hemophylus, slightly-possible)

Patient g01v1
(community-acquired,yes)
(sex, male)
(establishment, sudden)

Data gethered during execution

(state-of-patient,
(age, 27)

(X-rays, ill-de ned-bound,
(atypical-pneumonia,

Final plan

slight)

interstitial-pattern)
very-possible)

[gather-information
bact-atyp
mycoplasma
virus
chlamydia]

Diagnostics

(pneumonia-mycoplasma, mod-possible)
(viral-pneumonia, quite-possible)
(pneumonia-chlamydia, mod-possible)

Figure 2: Data of patients b06v1 and g01v1. (a) Initial state. (b) Data gathered during execution.
(c) Solution from the planning point of view (or nal plan). (d) Solution from the domain point
of view or diagnosis.
the patient by lling in his/her pathological record, doing an x-ray photograph of the thorax, and
other tests and examinations.
It is interesting to note here, and to keep in mind in reading the paper, that planning in medical
diagnosis deals with actions, while most planning systems manipulate operators. The results of
the operators are known. The results of actions are not, since it is the environment that responds
specifying the results of an action2 .

2.3 Diagnostic procedures and solved problems
In medical diagnosis, a problem consists of nding the agent that causes a patient's illness, or
diagnosing the patient's illness itself. Situations and actions are elementary steps in the overall
diagnostic process or plan that leads to determine the patient's illness. In general, all physicians
have an standard diagnostic procedure from which to start the diagnosis, and that is successively
adapted to the current patient according to the particular data being gathered. For example,
we show in gure 2 the data of two patients that arrive at the hospital. Initially, ( g. 2a)
the physician knows the same data for both, and then executes the same initial plan: [gatherinformation, bact-atyp]. However, those two patients have nally di erent diagnoses ( g. 2d), and
the diagnostic procedure followed by the physician to diagnose them has been di erent ( g. 2c).
This is a consequence of the adaptive behavior followed to solve problems. The data gathered
when applying the same actions, gather-information and bact-atyp, is di erent in each patient.
The physician after knowing whether it is a bacterial or an atypical pneumonia (case b06v1 and
case g01v1 of gure 2 respectively) plans di erent actions to diagnose each patient.
From the point of view of the domain knowledge, we can say that the solution is that the
patient su ers illness A or B, with a certain degree of certainty. However, from the point of view
of planning, the solution to the problem is the sequence of actions (i.e. tests and examinations)
performed from the beginning to the end of the diagnosis. That is, the solution from the planning
2

An action is a process to be performed in the real world
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point of view is not the initial plan (since we have seen that it is the same for both patients
of gure 2), but the nal sequence of actions e ectively executed. For example, the solution
from the planning point of view of patient g01v1 of gure 2 is the plan: [gather-information,
bact-atyp, mycoplasma, virus, chlamydia]. And the solution from the domain point of view is the
set of possible diagnoses f (pneumonia-by-mycoplasma almost-sure), (viral-pneumonia possible),
(pneumonia-by-chlamydia slightly-possible) g.

2.4 Case representation
To capture the adaptive behavior shown by the physician when diagnosing a patient, some recent
works, as for example (Lopez & Plaza, 1989),(Redmond, 1990) and (Veloso, 1992) explore the
representation of cases based on snippets (pieces of cases) and episodes. The approach taken in
BOLERO follows the same line: a case is represented as a sequence of decision steps or episodes:
Ci

= [0i ; 1i ; : : : ; ni i ]

Each episode ji = hsij ; pij i is a pair formed by a situation sij and a plan pij . The situation sij
is the representation of the known facts of the patient i in the episode j . The plan pij is not the
plan that the physician executes from this moment on, but something di erent. The plan pij is
composed of the set of actions performed up to the moment a0i ; : : : ; aij 01, plus the action aij from
which we proceed with the diagnosis. This representation allows us to have in the last episode,
i
i
i
n
i , the nal plan, pni or plan that, when executed from the initial situation s0 , leads us to know
i
6 ni ) of other episodes is considered as a partial plan.
the patient's illness. Any other plan pj (j =
The nal plan pini is the solution of the case from the planning point of view, si0 is the initial state
and sini is the nal state or goal state. The goal state contains the solution (set of facts) from the
domain point of view.
If a plan is in an episode ji that precedes another episode ki , ji  ki , then the plan pik is
longer that the plan pij in such a way that
pik

= [a0 ; : : : ; aj 01; aj ; aj +1; : : : ; ak ]
pij

= [a0 ; : : : ; a j 0 1 ; a j ]

Particularly, if 
, then the plan pij +1 and the plan pij only di er in that the last action of
i
pj +1 is not in . Analogously, we say that a situation sij precedes another one sik , sij  sik , if we
can say that the episode ji  ki . Situations are assumed to be monotonic: if sij  sik then any
fact of sij is also in the situation sik .
Any fact in a situation of a case is represented by an attribute and a value, hat; vi. The
di erent relations existing among attributes have been acquired from the domain expert and
are represented in a domain network (see gure 1). Facts can be boolean ((cough, yes)), setvalued ((pathological-record, f smoker, drug-addict g)), numerical ((age, 51)), or fuzzy ((bacterialpneumonia, possible)). In particular, fuzzy facts are important since they are strictly related to
the diagnosis nally achieved for a given patient. The approach taken in BOLERO follows from
the shell MILORD (Agust et al., 1992), where fuzzy values for medical diagnosis are the following
set of linguistic labels: f impossible, almost-impossible, slightly-possible, possible, quite-possible,
very-possible, almost-sure, sure g. Two fuzzy facts can be compared according to the position of
their certainty value inside this set of linguistic labels. For example, the value of the fact (atypicalpneumonia, possible) is less than the value of the fact (atypical-pneumonia, sure). Analogously,
we can say that the distance between the values of those facts, d(possible; sure), is 4. These
properties of fuzzy facts have been exploited when building similarities functions to retrieve cases
from memory, as explained later.
In the examples of gure 3, the case C g01v1 is composed of six episodes: C g01v1 =
f1 ; 2; 3 ; 4; 5 ; 6g3 . The episode 2 is formed by the situation s2 and plan p2, where: s2 =
3 Note that although this representation seems redundant, it is not implemented this way but by using inheritance
techniques.
ji
pij

ji +1

6

f (severity, light), (age, 85), (asylum, unknown), (RX-data, fbad-def-bound, con

uent g) gand
= [gather-information, bact-atyp]. The fact (contact-with-pneumonia, no) is boolean, (severity,
light) set-valued, (age, 85) numeric, and (atypical-pneumonia, very-possible) fuzzy.

p2

Episode:

1 :

2 :

(a) b06v1
(community-acquired,
(sex, man)
(onset-form, sudden)
[gather-information]

f

Facts and plans:
(b) g01v1
(community-acquired,
(sex, man)
(onset-form, sudden)
[gather-information]

f

yes)

g

f (severity, somewhat-serious)

(age, 85)
(asylum, unknown)
(RX-data, bad-def-bound, con
[gather-information, bact-atyp]

3 :

f (headache, unknown)

4 :

f (pneumococcus, possible) g

5 :

f (jaundice, unknown)

6 :

:::

yes)

g

f (severity, light)

(age, 27)
(RX-data, bad-def-bound, interstitial)
[gather-information, bact-atyp]

uents) g

f (headache, unknown)

g

(bacterial-pneumonia, very-possible)
[gather-information, bact-atyp, pneumococ]

g

g

(atypical-pneumonia, very-possible)
[gather-information, bact-atyp, mycoplasma]

f (contact-with-pneumonia, no)

g

(mycoplasma-pneumonia, slightly-possible)
[gather-information, bact-atyp, mycoplasma, virus]

[gather-information, bact-atyp, pneumococ,
enterobacteriac]

f (perihilars, unknown)

g

(enterobacteriaceae, almost-impossible)
[gather-information, bact-atyp, pneumococ,
enterobacteriac, legionella]

g

(viral-pneumonia, quite-possible)
[gather-information, bact-atyp, mycoplasma, virus,
chlamydiae]

f (chlamydiae-spp, slightly-possible) g

[gather-information, bact-atyp, pneumococ,
enterobacteriac, legionella, : : : ]

[gather-information, bact-atyp, mycoplasma, virus,
chlamydiae, ]

2

Figure 3: Representing cases b06v1 and g01v1 by episodes. Situations are enclosed in brackets,
facts in round brackets, and plans in square brackets.

2.5 Acquiring cases from experts
Automatic generation of cases is not an easy task when dealing with real world applications, due
to the presence of contradictory data, exclusive values, etc. For this reason we assume that there
is a human expert that can provide cases.
Cases can be easily acquired from the expert by using the representation provided in the
previous section and based on the hospital records of patients. We reconstruct the decision steps
that determine the physician adaptive behavior by interviewing him in mock up sessions. First,
we show part of the patient data to the physician and we ask for his initial hypotheses as well as
the actions that he would do to con rm them. Then we show to the expert information about the
patient resulting from those actions, and then we ask him the next set of hypotheses. We follow
asking him his next actions with which we build the next decision step. This process continues
until a solution is achieved.
3

The

meta-level

architecture:

Interleaving

plan

elaboration and plan execution

The integration of the case-based system BOLERO and a rule-based system (RBS) is realized by
means of a meta-level architecture. For the sake of simplicity, we call BOLERO-RBS the resulting
system. In such architecture, BOLERO plays the role of the meta-level and the RBS plays the
role of the object-level ( gure 4). The RBS has knowledge about a speci c domain in order to
solve a problem while BOLERO has planning knowledge particular to that domain. We continue
by describing each level of the architecture and then we show the BOLERO-RBS behavior when
solving problems.
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Teacher

BOLERO
facts

User

Case based reasoning
Strategic knowledge

plan
Rule-based system
Domain Knowledge

RBS

Figure 4: The BOLERO-RBS system.

3.1 The object-level
As we have already mentioned, the object-level is a rule-based system and, as any rule-based
system, it has an interpreter and a knowledge base. The knowledge base has rules (R) and facts.
Particularly we distinguish three kind of facts: (a) input facts (Fi ) or facts that can be gathered
from the user; (b) deducible facts (Fd ) or facts that can be concluded from rules, and (c) output
facts or goals (Fg ), that is, facts that constitute the solutions to problems and that can be also
concluded from rules (Fg 2 Fd ). In gure 5 examples of rules, facts and goals of the rule-based
system used in our research are shown. The RBS is able to work independently of BOLERO-RBS.
That is, the RBS has a plan by default that consists of the sequence of all possible goals. The
interpreter of the RBS solves a problem by using the rules that allow it to deduce all the goals
speci ed in the default plan.
R01010b: If age 2 [60,64]
Then conclude old-person is certain
R04009: If old-person ^ bacterial-pneumonia is possible
Then conclude pneumonia-pneumococcus is possible
Figure 5: Rules of the PNEUMON-IA system. Age is an input fact, old-person is
a deducible fact, and bacterial-pneumonia and pneumonia-pneumoccoccus are goal
facts.

3.2 The meta-level
BOLERO constitutes the meta-level of the BOLERO-RBS system. BOLERO as a case-based
planner learns strategic knowledge in the form of plans from cases and then it builds new plans
to solve new problems. To be able to plan the goals of the object-level, BOLERO needs a partial
model of the RBS. This model allows BOLERO to reason about the object-level problem solving
state, and act consistently. The partial model that BOLERO knows of the RBS is quite simple:
BOLERO knows the input (Fi) and output facts (Fg ) of the RBS. A fact fi 2 Fi of the objectlevel is represented in BOLERO as a fact dfi e, where dfi e is the quotation of fi , that is, the
representation of fi in the language of BOLERO. Analogously, a fact fg 2 Fg in the RBS is
represented as dfg e in BOLERO. In addition to input and output facts, BOLERO can also access
relations among attributes that establish a domain network (see section 2).
BOLERO also knows the set of actions that can be performed in the RBS. Each action a in
BOLERO is interpreted by the RBS as pursuing a goal f 2 Fg . A plan p in BOLERO is formed
by the sequence of actions a1; a2 ; : : : ; an is equivalent to a plan bpc in the RBS formed by the
goals fg1 ; fg2 ; : : : fgn 4. The instantiate of the goal fact fgi by RBS is interpreted as the execution
of action ai in BOLERO.
4 We use Kleene's dquotese and bunquotesc for the metalevel lift-up and lift-down.
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3.3 Integration: Adaptive planning
BOLERO-RBS has a set of re ection rules, as any meta-level system, that assures the causal
connection between both levels, and that determine when the control of the overall system changes
from one level to the other (Maes, 1988). Re ection rules are the following:

Rui: dffie
i

Rug : dffg e
g

Rd: bppc

The upwards re ection rules, Rui and Rug , carry up the information present at the object-level
to the meta-level, information needed by BOLERO in order to evaluate the state of the problem
solution at the object-level and to be able to plan in consequence. That is, they map the input
facts and goals from the object-level to the meta-level. The downwards re ection rule, Rd shows
how the decisions taken at the meta-level have their consequences at the object-level.That is, it
indicates that a plan generated by BOLERO modi es the plan of the RBS interpreter: maps a
sequence of actions into a sequence of goals of the object-level.
At any moment, BOLERO-RBS is active in only one of the two levels, either in the metalevel (BOLERO) or in the object-level (RBS). The active level is called locus of action (van
Harmelen, 1991). When a user wants to solve a problem, the rst locus of action is BOLERO
at its initial state BOLERO0 . There exists a default plan p0 in BOLERO0 that starts the RBS.
We represent by RBS0 the state when the RBS system is activated the rst time. Following the
downwards re ection rule Rd applied to the default plan p0 RBS has an initial set of goals to
start (meta-level re ect down). The locus of action is now RBS, the interpreter of which begins
to pursue the rst goal registered in bp0 c in the initial state RBS0 . During the reasoning process
RBS can achieve, in a given state RBS1 , a new fact f (by acquiring an input fact from the user or
by deducing a goal fact). Then, the new fact df e is also known by BOLERO through the upwards
re ection rules Rui or Rug and the new locus of action is now BOLERO in the state BOLERO1
(meta-level lift up). All facts known up to BOLERO1 (including df e), lead BOLERO to generate
a new plan in the state BOLERO2 . This new plan modi es the goal sequence bp1 c that the RBS
interpreter was trying to satisfy in RBS1 , in a new sequence in the state RBS2 (meta-level re ect
down). RBS is then the new locus of action. This process continues until BOLERO decides a
solution has been achieved and execution is terminated.
To illustrate with an example of the sequence of loci of action changes that holds in the solution
of a problem let's assume that we want to know which is the agent causing the pneumonia of patient
r13v1. The patient's initial data are: (age, 79), (community-acquired, yes), (severity, serious),
(sex, woman), (asylum, unknown), (pathological-records-of-interest, diabetes). The sequence of
loci of action changes that take place in BOLERO-RBS is the following:
BOLERO0 : BOLERO generates the initial plan p0 = [gather-information ].
RBS0 : RBS starts pursuing the goal gather-information (p = b [gather-information] c).
RBS1 : During the reasoning process, RBS asks the user the patient's age, and the fact (age, 79)
is obtained.
BOLERO1 : The new information d( age , 79 )e is not relevant in BOLERO from the strategic point of
view, that is, in order to generate a new plan.
BOLERO2 : BOLERO keeps on the plan [gather-information]
RBS2 : RBS goes on with the goal gather-information.

111

RBS7 : The RBS interpreter acquires the fact (pathological-record-of-interest, diabetes) from the
user.
BOLERO7 : The fact d(pathological-record-of-interest, diabetes)e is a relevant piece of information that
enlightens the diagnostic process of the patient.
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BOLERO8 : Knowing d(pathological-record-of-interest, diabetes)e, and summing up the rest of the
information that has been gathered since the beginning of the execution (i.e. d( age, 79)e,
d(community-acquired, yes)e, d(severity, serious)e, d(sex, woman)e, d(asylum, unknown)e),
BOLERO builds a new plan: [bact-atyp, pneumococcus, legionella, s-pyogenes].
RBS8 : The RBS interpreter has a new list of goals to pursue, p = b [bact-atyp, pneumococcus,
legionella, s-pyogenes]c, and starts pursuing bact-atyp.
111 And so forth until at the n-th locus of action changes. When the diagnoses d(pneumococcus,
sure)e and d(legionella, somewhat-possible)e are known, BOLERO decides that the current
problem solving state of the RBS is a goal state and stops the execution.

Whenever new information is known (i.e. an input or goal fact), the meta-level checks if it is
possible to generate a new plan able to adapt the reasoning process to the new circumstances. If
a new plan is generated it is executed at once; otherwise the old plan goes on. The integration
of BOLERO and the RBS allows the system to react to information changes by shifting from the
object to the meta-level and re-planning.
It is interesting to note, rst, that each generated plan may come from di erent past cases.
That is to say, BOLERO performs case-based planning with multiple cases. Second, in BOLERORBS we are improving the problem-solving eciency by means of an strategic planning of the
goals of the RBS. Third, BOLERO can learn from its own experience: when a problem is solved
in BOLERO-RBS, a new case is automatically produced. The new case, as any other case in
BOLERO, is composed by all the facts gathered during problem solving plus the nal plan. Then
BOLERO can learn from its own experience from this new case, as we explain later in the paper.
4

BOLERO: Learning and generating plans

As with any case-based system, in order to solve a problem BOLERO retrieves cases from memory
and adapts the solution (plan) of the retrieved case to the current situation. If the system has no
cases in memory, however, it will fail to solve any problem. Therefore, a preliminary learning phase,
that we have called learning from a teacher, is necessary. In this training stage, cases provided by a
teacher are organized in memory by means of a generalization procedure in such a way that a case
can be indexed by its own features as well as by their generalizations. After that phase, methods
for retrieval and adaptation can be applied to reuse cases in novel situations. Once a problem
is solved, BOLERO has a new experience in building plans, that is, a new case. The evaluation
of the case leads to knowledge of the success or failure of the plan generated by BOLERO, and
from the results of the evaluation BOLERO can learn from its own experience. The solution of
any new case always causes a memory reorganization: when cases are successfully solved, they
are incorporated into the memory (and so new generalizations can be performed); when cases are
incorrectly solved, they are used to tune the memory organization and the correct case is obtained
from to the teacher and incorporated also in memory. Therefore, BOLERO increases its knowledge
about plans monotonically, as other CBR systems do (Compton et al., 1992).
We continue this section by describing the learning from a teacher, retrieval, adaptation,
evaluation and learning from experience methods.

4.1 Learning plans from a teacher
Whereas most of the current case-based systems assume that the system has in its memory a set
of past experiences or past cases, we have distinguished in BOLERO an initial stage in which
the system learns from scratch. If the system has no planning knowledge, when trying to solve
a problem in a domain where n actions are possible, the system would build a unique plan p
containing all the actions and the system would be inecient. However, if we rst train our
system with a few set of cases, when solving a problem we can reuse the most similar previous
(training) plan and avoid applying the overall set of actions. Moreover, distinguishing a training
10

phase harmonizes with the belief that a quite organized training phase followed by a practice phase
where complex problems are solved, leads to ecient problem solving.
In BOLERO learning from a teacher consists of organizing in memory a set of cases provided
by a teacher. The organization of cases must favor the re-use of plans. That is, we need an
organization that relates the plans with the situations in which they have been executed. For this
reason we have decided on a tree organization of cases where leaf nodes correspond to complete
plans and where non-leaf nodes correspond to partial plans. This organization is easily achieved by
taking advantage of the precedence relation of plans and situations of episodes of cases described
in section 2.4. Assuming that any plan begins with an initial action a0 , and using the fact that a
plan pij of a given case C i has only one action more that its predecessor pij 01, we get a hierarchy
of plans. Each plan of a node of the hierarchy corresponds to a case or more. That is, di erent
episodes of di erent cases may have the same plan. However, the situations of two episodes with
the same plan can be di erent. So, together with a plan pi, in each node N i of the hierarchy we
keep a generalized situation i that stands for all the situations of all the episodes with the same
plan. That is, N i = hi ; pii. A generalized situation of a node N i is used to index the plan pi of
the node.
Once known the organization of cases in memory, learning from a teacher can be easily de ned
as an incremental process in which we distinguish two basic issues: incorporation of a case in
memory and generalization of situations.

4.1.1 Top-down, incremental case incorporation
Learning is incremental: at the beginning the memory is empty, and the training cases are
incorporated one by one. The incorporation of a new case results in a new memory organization.
Incremental learning allows us at any time to re ne BOLERO planning knowledge by means of
the incorporation of a new case in memory.
The incorporation process of a case C i into memory consists of going down from the top of
the plan memory, by comparing the plans of the episodes of C i with the plans of the nodes (see
algorithm in table 1). That is, we compare the plan pij of the episode ji with any node of the
level j of the hierarchy. If there exists a node N k in the level j that has a plan pk = pij , then
the generalized situation of N k is updated (see next section). The incorporation process of C i
proceeds with the next episode ji +1 and the nodes of level j + 1 that are successors of N k . This
process is performed in each episode of the case. If no node is found that has a plan equal to
i
pij , then a new branch in the level j 0 1 of the hierarchy is opened, and the episodes ji ; : : : ; n
i
become new nodes of that branch. The memory organization that results from the incorporation
of cases b06v1 and g01v1 of gure 3 is shown in gure 6.

4.1.2 Generalization
Each node of the hierarchy has attached a set of generalized facts that represent a generalized
situation. Generalized situations are the result of a generalization process among facts of di erent
situations that belong to episodes with the same plan. For example, in gure 6 the generalized
fact (severity, f somewhat-serious, lightg) is the result of the generalization of the fact (severity,
somewhat-serious) of case b06v1 and the fact (severity, light) of case b01v1.
Any plan of a node is indexed by the facts that compose the generalized situation. A generalized
fact, gji , of a generalized situation i is represented by a tuple hatij ; vji ; wji ; ji i where atij is an
attribute, vji the value, wji the strategic relevance degree, and ji the frequency. Strategic relevance
degree represents the weight of a generalized fact when used as an index to the plan of the node. A
generalized fact with an strategic relevance degree 0 means that it is irrelevant when building the
plan of the node while an strategic relevance degree of 1 means that the generalized fact is de nitely
relevant. The strategic relevance is explicitly represented in the nodes since it can be tuned by
learning from experience, as explained in section 4.4.2. The strategic relevance degree plays an
important role in the retrieval process, and di erentiates BOLERO's learning method from other
machine learning systems which rely on frequency of facts (COBWEB (Gennari et al., 1990),
11

Table 1: Algorithm to incorporate a case in memory. Input: a new case and a
memory of cases. Output: an updated memory of cases
incorporate(C:case,N:root)
; case: C = [0 ; : : : ; n ]; i = hsi ; pi i
; node: N = h; pi
1. i=0;
2. While i < n
3.
If 9N 0 2 successors(N ) such that p0 = pi
4.
Then  = generalize(0 ; i )
N = N0
5.
i= i+1
6.
7.
Otherwise N = built-nodes([i ; : : : ; n ]; N )
i=n
8.

built-nodes(6:episodes, N:node)
; 6 = [ i ; : : : ;  n ]
1. k=i
2. While k < n
N 0 = new-node
3.
successors(N ) = successors(N ) [ fN 0 g
4.
 0 = sk
5.
p0 = p k
6.
k =k+1
7.

LAMDA (Piera et al., 1989)). The indexing mechanism of those systems rely on how often facts
occur, but in medical diagnosis we found that a fact with a low frequency can be quite relevant5 .
Generalized facts are built on the incremental generalization procedure. Given a generalized
situation i of a node, and a situation skj of the episode jk of a case, the generalization process
computes the new generalized situation i in the following steps:
1. Perform a value generalization among the facts of skj and the generalized facts gli of i with
the same attribute (i.e. facts in i \ skj , where the intersection operation is done referring to
the attributes).
2. Among the rest of the facts (i.e.

skj

n i ):

(a) Do an abstraction, if possible.
(b) Otherwise, add the fact of sij to i as a generalized fact.
In the generalization process we distinguish value generalization and abstraction. On the one
hand, the result of the generalization of two values, v1 and v2 , is the union of both, fv1 g[fv2g. On
the other hand, abstraction is based on the relations among attributes expressed in the domain
network. Given a set of attributes, at1 ; : : : ; atn, abstraction produces an unique attribute at.
This attribute at has a relation with any of the attributes ati inside the domain network. For
example, and given the domain network of gure 1, the abstraction of the facts (circulatory-dataassoc, pericarditis), (neurological-data-assoc, encephalitis), and (skin-data-assoc, cellulitis) is the
fact (clinical-data-assoc, f circulatory-data-assoc, neurological-data-assoc, skin-data-assoc g).
Finally we want to stress the importance of the last point of the generalization procedure: the
addition of facts. As a consequence, the generalization process builds disjunctive descriptions of
plans. In this sense, we argue that disjunctive characterizations help to face the over tting problem
that most of the conjunctive algorithms su er (Belew, 1992). The over tting problem relates the
number of training cases with the predictivity of the description learned (and so, the probability
that future examples of the same concept t in the learned description). Conjunctive algorithms
5

This has also been found in EUREKA (Elio & Scharf, 1990).
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N1 (community-acquired, yes)
(sex,man)
(onset-form,sudden)
[gather-information]
N2 : : :
(onset-form,sudden)
(severity,[somewhat-serious,light])
(age,[27-85])
(asylum,unknown)
(RX-data,[bad-def-bound,con uents,interstitial])
[gather-information,bact-atyp]
?

8

8

H

H

Hj

N6: : :
[gather-information,bact-atyp,
pneumococcus]

:::

N3 : : :
(RX-data,[bad-def-bound,interstitial)
(headache,unknown)
(atypical-pneumocia,very-possible)
[gather-information,bact-atyp,mycoplasma]
N4: : :
(atypical-pneumonia,very-possible)
(contact-with-pneumonia,no)
(mycoplasma-pneumonia,somewhat-possible)
[gather-information,bact-atyp,mycoplasma,virus]
?

N15: : :
[gather-information,bact-atyp
pneumococcus,: : : ,branhamella]
?

8

N5: : :
(mycoplasma-pneumonia,somewhat-possible)
(perihilars,unknown)
(viral-pneumonia,quite-possible)
[gather-information,bact-atyp,mycoplasma,virus,chlamydia]
?

Figure 6: Memory organization after learning case b06v1 and case g01v1 of gure 3 from scratch.

(i.e. algorithms that only take into account common features (Pazzani & Sarrett, 1992)) tend to
be less predictive when the number of cases increases.

4.2 Plan generation
In a dynamic environment, acquired data is incomplete and there is a need to develop a technique
that mitigates the missing information. In this sense, BOLERO is able to generate a plan anytime
according to the available data. If the information about a problem changes after applying the
plan, BOLERO can adapt the reasoning process by generating a new plan.
BOLERO's method of building a plan, as in any other case-based system, consists of two basic
steps: retrieval and adaptation. When any new fact is known, this fact is lifted up from the objectlevel RBS to the meta-level and BOLERO retrieves from memory the plan most adequate to the
current situation (see gure 4). If the retrieved case is the same one retrieved for the previous
situation, no more reasoning is performed. Otherwise, the plan of the retrieved case is adapted to
the current situation and then lifted down to the RBS for its execution.

4.2.1 Plan retrieval
Given a situation, plans are retrieved from memory by using a spreading activation mechanism.
For each retrieved node its matching degree with the current situations is computed by means
13

of a similarity measure. Once the retrieved node with the maximum matching degree is known,
BOLERO proceeds to adapt the plan of the retrieved node. If it happens to be that no nodes are
retrieved, or that the plans of the retrieved nodes have already been executed as a consequence
of the adaptive planning BOLERO then decides to terminate problem solving. These situations
usually happen when there are few cases in memory.6

Spreading activation. Let us suppose that we are trying to diagnose a patient in BOLERO-

RBS, and the current set of known facts is sa . It is possible to retrieve nodes from BOLERO's
memory by means of a constrained spreading activation that uses the facts of sa as indexes. First,
any attribute of the domain network that has some relation with any attribute of a fact in sa will
be activated. The activation is constrained in the sense that not all the relations can be used.
For example, if an attribute at1 activates an attribute at2 because of a kind-of relation (i.e. at1
is a kind of at2 ), it is not possible to activate a third attribute f3 because it has a specialization
relation with f2 (i.e. at3 is a specialization of at2). Secondly, any activated attribute in the domain
network is used as an index to activate nodes with generalized facts that have those attributes.

Similarity metric. We calculate the degree of similarity of the nodes retrieved in relation to
sa ,

based on two matching functions, mf and ms , de ned in the unit interval . Function mf
computes the similarity between a fact fa in sa and a generalized fact gji in a node N i . If fa and
gji have the same attribute (otherwise mf (gji ; fa ) = 0), then
(1
if (monovalued(fa) ^ (va = vji )) _ (multivalued(fa ) ^ (Va \ Vji =
6 ;))
i
mf (gj ; fa ) = 1 0 d(va ; vji ) if fuzzy(fa)
0

otherwise

where d(va ; vji ) is a function de ned in [0,1] that measures the distance between two fuzzy values
similar to the one de ned in section 2.4 (see also (Lopez, 1993)). Fuzzy values are ordered and
their relative distance can be established. Set-valued facts can be compared by a membership
relation that outputs 1 (the value belongs to the set of possible values) or 0 (otherwise).
The similarity function ms combines the evaluation of mf for all the generalized facts gji of a
generalized situation i in two steps. Firstly, we compute the weighted addition of the similarities
among facts, as follows:
X
Sum(i ; sa ) =
W (gji ; fa )mf (gji ; fa )

2

gji  i

where

W

is the strategic relevance computed for gji in sa . The evaluation of W is the following:

8
<
W (gji ; fa ) =
:

wji
Cn( wl vl

0

f j 2 Vji \ Va g)

if monovalued(fa )
if multivalued(fa )
otherwise

where wji is the strategic relevance degree of gji ; wl the strategic relevance degree of the value
vl of gji ; and Cn is a disjunctive aggregation function of n evidences based on a t-conorm
(Piera et al., 1989; Dubois & Koning, 1991; Bonissone & Decker, 1986). Particularly, we have
chosen C (x1; : : : ; xn) = max(x1; : : : ; xn). Secondly, and based on Sum(i ; sa ), we calculate ms as
a mean between the inclusion degree and exclusion degree of sa in a generalized situation i The
inclusion degree of sa in i is
Sum(i ; sa )
Ims (i ; sa ) =
n+k
i
where n is the number of generalized facts in  that have a frequency equal to 1; and k is the
number of generalized facts in i that are in sa (i.e. activated) and whose frequency is less that
1. The inclusion degree relates the number of activated facts in a generalized situation i with
6 Note that with few cases in memory BOLERO can only recover few plans and those cannot be suitable for the
current problem (i.e. they are not activated for the facts of the new problem).
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respect to the number of facts (n) that are expected to be present in the current situation in order
to apply the plan associated to the node that i indexes.
Analogously, the exclusion degree relates the number of activated facts in i with respect to
the total number of facts in the current situation sa . It is de ned as follows:
Ems (i ; sa )

where

=

Sum(i ; sa )

jsa j

jsa j is the cardinality of sa . Finally, the similarity function combines both:
ms (i ; sa )

=

Ims (i ; sa ) + Ems (i ; sa )

2

It is interesting to note that the strategic relevance degree of facts, wi, plays an important role
in the evaluation of ms as will be shown experimentally in section 6. And it is also interesting
to see that ms allows us to recognize a generalized situation i identical to sa , since in this case
ms (i ; sa ) = 1.
We want to stress that the matching process is incrementally performed: initially there are no
known facts. For any new fact known in the environment as a consequence of the execution of a
previous plan in BOLERO-RBS, activation is performed and the degree of matching re-computed
for the recent re-activated nodes.

4.2.2 Case adaptation
The last step in the plan generation process consists of adapting to the current situation the plan
of the node retrieved with the highest similarity degree7 . The adaptation consists of avoiding
the repetition of actions that have already been executed. Since situations are assumed to be
monotonic, the execution of an action already executed will have the same e ects. The plan of
the retrieved node is adapted and the resulting plan, p = [a0; : : : ; ai] is a new plan with which
to continue the diagnosis and whose actions a0 ; : : : ; ai, have not been executed. The algorithm is
shown in table 2.
Table 2: Algorithm to adapt a plan to the current situation.
adapt(N:node,C:case)
; current case: C = [0; : : : ; n ]
; i = hsi ; pi i for i < n, n = hsi i
; pn01 is the plan conformed by the currently executed actions
; sn is the current situation sa .
; node: N = h; pi, p = [a0 ; : : : am ]
1. j = 0; pa = p;
2. While j < m
3.
If aj 2 pn01
4.
Then pa = pa n faj g
5. return(pa)

As a consequence of adaptation BOLERO may generate a new plan while solving a new
problem. A plan is new in the sense that it does not exists such a plan in the plan memory
before being generated by the system. The new plan is the result of the adaptation of parts
of plans (subplans) of di erent nodes retrieved along the problem solving process of a case in
BOLERO-RBS. For example, let us assume the plan memory of gure 7a and that in a given
moment, BOLERO retrieves the node n5 to solve a problem C according to the retrieval function
described in previous section. Then, the plan associated with n5 , [gather-information, bact-atyp,
7 In case of having more than one node with the same similarity degree, we have also developed another kind of
heuristic adaptation rules (as for example: choose common actions of plans) that can be found in (Lopez, 1993).
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n1
n1
n1
GATHER-INFORMATION
GATHER-INFORMATION
GATHER-INFORMATION
n2
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n2
BACT-ATYP
BACT-ATYP
BACT-ATYP
n3
n6
n3
n6
n3
n6
PNEUM
STAPH
PNEUM
STAPH
PNEUM
STAPH
n4
n4
n7
n7
n7 n4
ENTEROB PNEUM
ENTEROB
PNEUM
ENTEROB PNEUM
n8
n8 n10
n5
n8 n5
n5
ENTEROB
LEGION
STAPH
LEGION ENTEROB
ENTEROB
LEGION
n9
n9 n11
n9
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Schematic representation of the solution of a case. To simplify, in each
node it is only shown the action of that which di erentiates the plan of the node
with the plan of its parent. (a) The plan generated is based on the plan of node n5 .
(b) The plan generated is based on the plan of node n9 . (c) Plan memory after the
incorporation of the new case.

pneumococcus, enterobact, legionella], is selected. However, after applying action enterobact, the
availability of new information allows BOLERO to retrieve node n9 ( gure 7b) with a higher
degree of similarity than node n5 . The plan of the retrieved node n9 is adapted giving the following
current plan to execute: [staphylococ, tuberculosis]. This plan [staphylococ, tuberculosis] is a new
one (i.e. does not exist previously in memory). If BOLERO arrives at a goal state after applying
this adapted plan, then the nal plan that has led to the solution of the problem is: [gatherinformation, bact-atyp, pneumococcus, enterobact, staphylococ, tuberculosis]. Innovative plans are
constructed from partial plans because (1) plan generation and execution are interleaved (in the
meta-level architecture) and (2) because replanning (and plan adaptation) can be performed at
anytime.

4.3 Case evaluation
The goal of evaluation is to know the success or failure of plans. In order to carry out evaluation
we need additional knowledge that allows us to evaluate a behavior as correct or wrong, and
eventually, compute the degree of correctness and accuracy. Such knowledge is expressed in the
form of a gold standard. The gold standard is the right solution, the expected or wished one. It
is a model of functionality that registers the domain solutions (i.e. the diagnosis) as well as the
optimal plan (that is, the sequence of actions that leads to the achievement of the diagnosis).
The diculties of determining such a gold standard have been already shown elsewhere
(Lopez, 1991), and are emphasized in a medical domain where the solution of a problem may
be not unique. The approximation taken in BOLERO has been to de ne an evaluation standard
(ES) composed by an admissible plan ESp and a set of domain solutions ESs . The ES can be
acquired either from the expert that provides the cases or by several experts, establishing the
solution to a problem by consensus. In this sense, although evaluation is automatic, it requires
the participation of at least a human expert that provides the solution to the problem from his
point of view. We de ned a ES for every case.
With the ES we have de ned three measures of plan evaluation: degree of success, degree of
focus and degree of disorder. Those measures are applied to the nal plan p that being executed
from the initial situation leads to the solution of the problem. The degree of success relates the
number of actions in p that are in ESp with the total number of actions in ESp . Such a measure
guarantees that all the actions that the physician proposes have also been performed by the casebased planner. At the same time, by using such a measure, we are introducing a conservative
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bias into the system, since we are forcing that the plan contains all the actions of ESp . This bias
agrees with the physicians' policy when diagnosing a patient: they prefer to perform additional
tests and examinations rather than forgetting to consider some dangerous disease.
The degree of focus is easily de ned as the contrary of the degree of out-focus. The degree of
out-focus relates the number of actions in a plan p that can be saved with respect to the total
number of actions of p. An action can be saved if it is neither in ESp nor o ers evidence to some
diagnoses in ESs . Performing extra actions means to waste resources. Including spurious actions
in a plan degrades the degree of focus of BOLERO.
The degree of disorder relates the number of actions that are in an adequate order with respect
to the total number of actions in p. The correct order of an action is determined by the degree of
evidence with which its execution contributes to the solution of the problem (see (Lopez, 1993)).
Actions that o er more evidence should ideally be performed rst.
To sum up, we say that a plan succeeds completely if the degree of success is 100%, the degree
of focus is 100%, and the degree of disorder is 0%. Otherwise we say that the plan is imperfect.
For example, let us suppose that BOLERO has solved a case with the plan p=[gather-information,
bact-atyp, mycoplasma, chlamydiae, q-fever], and that the ESp is [gather-information, bact-atyp,
virus, mycoplasma, chlamydiae]. The degree of success of p is 80% since the plan does not contain
the action virus and so four of the ve total actions required to solve the problem have been correct.
The degree of out-focus is 20% since one action, q-fever, from the ve actions that compounds p
is not in ESp . Besides, a deeper checking shows that q-fever does not o er evidence for any of the
diagnoses, since the result of its execution has been the fact (pneumonia-by-q-fever, unknown).
Consistently, the degree of focus is 80%.

4.4 Learning from experience
We know from the evaluation method whether the plans have been completely successful or, on the
contrary, imperfect. Thus, BOLERO can learn from successful plans and from imperfect plans.

4.4.1 Learning from successful plans
A successful plan can be either a plan already in memory or a new plan built by BOLERO as a
consequence of re-planning. That is, a nal plan built to solve a problem is the sequence of parts
of plans that BOLERO has generated and that have been e ectively executed by the RBS. For
example, we have seen that BOLERO solves a problem with the plans of nodes n5 and n9 of gure 7.
The resulting plan is [gather-information, bact-atyp, pneumococcus, enterobact, staphylococcus,
tuberculosis]. This new plan is not in memory, and BOLERO can learn it ( gure 7c). Then,
learning from successful plans means incorporating new plans in memory, following the procedure
described in 4.1. The results of learning from successful plans are then new generalization of
indexes and a more re ned plan memory.

4.4.2 Learning from imperfect plans
When a plan is imperfect, BOLERO has an opportunity to learn. First, the expert gives the
correct solution (i.e. a new case), that can be incorporated in memory and so, BOLERO learns
new plans. Secondly, given that the indexing mechanism used to recover that plan has been
incorrect, we need to tune the indexes in order to avoid retrieving the same nodes in the same
circumstances. Retrieval is based on the matching functions mf and ms , and particularly ms
closely depends on the strategic relevance degree of the generalized facts attached to nodes. So,
one way of modifying the indexing mechanism is to update the strategic relevance degree of the
generalized facts.
We distinguish three main steps in order to learn the strategic relevance degree of facts: 1)
determination of the set of nodes that should and should not have been retrieved; 2) distinction
of generalized facts that caused the wrong retrieval; and 3) actualization of the strategic relevance
degree of generalized facts. The algorithm is shown in table 3.
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Table 3: Algorithm to learn the strategic relevance degree of facts.
learn-w(C:case;N :nodes;pc:plan)
; case: C = [0 ; : : : ; n]; i = hsi ; pi i, si = ffij g
; retrieved nodes along problem solving: N
; node: Ni = hi ; pi i, i = fgij g
; correct plan: pc
1. Nc = select-correct-nodes(pc)
2. Ne = N n Nc
3. label-facts(ff jf 2 i ; N i 2 Nc g, ff jf 2 si ; si 2 C g, ff jf 2 i ; N i 2 Ne g)
4. For each Ni 2 Nc [ Ne
5.
For each gij 2 i update-w(gij)

select-correct-nodes(pc:plan)
1. If 9N such that pc = p
2. Then return(fN g)
3. Else return(fN jp  pc g)
label-facts(Fc:facts,C : f acts,Fe :facts)
1. For each f 2 Fc
2.
If f 2 C and f 62 Fe
3.
Then f is type-II
4.
Else f is type-III
5. For each f 2 Fe
6.
If f 2 C and f 62 Fc
7.
Then f is type-I
8.
Else f is type-III

Determination of the set of nodes that should and should not have been retrieved.
Let's call pc the plan that the teacher provides as the correct one and p the imperfect plan generated
by BOLERO; and analogously let's call Nc to the set of nodes that should be retrieved, and Ne
the set of nodes that shouldn't. Then,



the set Nc is composed by an unique node whose plan is pc or, failing it, by the nodes whose
plan is similar to pc (for further details see (Lopez, 1993)).



Since the plan p is either an existing plan in memory or the result of the adaptation of
di erent plans of di erent retrieved nodes N = fN 1 ; N 2; : : : ; N ng, the set Ne is composed
by the retrieved nodes N except the nodes that also belong to Nc (i.e. Ne = N n Nc ).

Distinction of generalized facts that cause the bad retrieval. Having computed Ne and
Nc , it is possible to distinguish the following set of generalized facts:
 Type{I: Generalized facts used to index to nodes in Ne and that are not in nodes in Nc .
 Type{II: Generalized facts attached to nodes in Nc and that are not in nodes in Ne.
 Type{III: Generalized facts that index nodes in Ne and nodes in Nc .
Updating the strategic relevance degree of generalized facts. Once we have determined
the three types of generalized facts, updating the strategic relevance of the generalized facts consists
of: 1) decreasing the strategic relevance degree of generalized facts of type{I; 2) increasing the
strategic relevance degree of generalized facts of type{II; and 3) leaving untouched the strategic
relevance degree of generalized facts of type{III8 .
We increase and decrease the strategic relevance degree of a generalized fact gi by using the
following evidence combination function:
8 Note that type{III facts does not provide information about incorrect retrieved nodes.
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update-w(gi ) =



0

T (1 n; wi)
C (wi ; T (n; wi))

if gi belongs to
if gi belongs to

type-I
type-II

where n is a parameter (n 2 [0; 1]) that regulates the suddenness of the updating 9 ; wi is the
strategic relevance degree of gi ; and T (x; y) is a t-norm and C (x; y) is a t-conorm dual to T (x; y)
(see (Bonissone & Decker, 1986)) that are the functions we use to combine the evidence found
about wi. Particularly, we have chosen: C (x; y) = x + y 0 xy and T (x; y) = xy.
To end this section, we want to stress that all the learning from experience is performed
automatically. The expert or experts are only required to provide the correct solution during the
evaluation stage.
5

BOLERO: Learning and retrieving goal states

Planning in medical domains requires a method to recognize when a solution to a problem has
been achieved, i.e. when the system has reached a goal state. For this purpose, the physician can
provide a set of conditions that identi es goal states. We call them termination conditions since
recognizing a goal state has the e ect of ending the problem solving process. Such conditions take
a form like: "if pneumonia caused by pneumococcus is deduced with a certainty degree higher
than possible, then the diagnosis is de nitive". However, the information known about a patient
is so uncertain and incomplete that seldom a fact is deduced with enough certainty in order to
satisfy any termination condition. Therefore, when solving a problem, if no termination condition
is satis ed, the solution of a problem in BOLERO-RBS will be large and exhaustive. For this
reason we have developed additional methods in BOLERO to learn and recognize goal states and
so to decide about problem-solving termination.
For example, in a given moment BOLERO knows, among other patient's data, the
following diagnoses f(atypical-pneumonia, possible), (mycoplasma-pneumonia, quite-possible), and
(chlamydiae-spp, possible) g. None of the diagnoses goes beyond the certainty degree that the
physician has de ned in the termination conditions. Should BOLERO continue trying to prove
more possible diagnosis? It seems a good idea to use past cases, past experiences to decide if
the current problem-solving state is a goal state. In fact, we speak of case-based learning of goal
states methods that run concurrently with the methods of learning and generation of plans of the
previous section.
Case-based learning of goal states is the third method that BOLERO can use to decide upon
problem solving termination. That is, BOLERO can stop problem solving: (1) when there are
no retrieved nodes from memory that contribute plans with which proceed problem solving (see
section 4.2.1); (2) when a termination condition is satis ed; and (3) when a past goal state retrieved
from memory matches with a certain degree the current problem solving state. In this section we
focus on the description of method (3), the case-based reasoning on goal states. Again, as in any
case-based method, we distinguish learning from retrieval.

5.1 Learning goal states
Cases with the same nal plan can have di erent goal states. Particularly, facts that constitute
the domain solution of a problem (i.e. diagnoses or goal facts Fg ) are di erent in each goal state
since they are achieved applying the actions of the plan and the results of each action depend on
the known facts. However, although domain solutions are not identical for cases with the same
plan, it is reasonable to think that they will be similar. For this reason, when incorporating a
new case in memory, we store in leaf nodes, together with the nal plan pi and the generalized
situation i , the set of domain solutions S i = fSji g of all problems solved with plan pi . A domain
solution Sji of a past case C j stored in a node N i (i.e. Sji 2 S i ) is a collection of goal facts and it
is included in the goal state of the case. That is, if C j = [0j ; : : : ; nj ], where kj = hsjn ; pjni and sjn is
9

We have used small values, following a parsimonia criterion and experimentally n has been set up to 0:2.
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the goal state of C j , then Sji = ff jf 2 Fg g is the domain solution of C j and Sji  sjn . Analogously
we say that the generalized situation i of the leaf node is a generalized goal state, and S i contains
all past domain solutions achieved with the plan pi .
Any problem-solving state containing a domain solution similar to a past one and stored in a
leaf node will be recognized by BOLERO as a goal state, as explained in the next section.

5.2 Goal state retrieval
In order to decide whether or not the current problem solving state in the RBS has reached a goal
state (a domain solution), BOLERO uses two di erent strategies of goal state retrieval. The rst
one consists on retrieving from memory a past goal state similar to the current problem solving
state. The second one, that we call dissimilarity detection, evaluates the dissimilarities between
situations that index already executed plans of past goal states and situations that retrieve plans
likely to be executed.

5.2.1 Past goal state recognition
When a leaf node N i is retrieved in a given problem-solving situation sa , the set of domain solutions
S i attached to that node is also retrieved. Then, if the plan pi of that node N i has already been
executed, BOLERO computes the similarity of the domain solution Ssa of the current problem
solving state sa to every domain solution Sji in S i . If the similarity is considered sucient, the
current state sa is recognized as a goal state. Consistently, BOLERO stops problem-solving.
For a current state sa , the domain solution is Ssa = ff jf 2 sa ^ f 2 Fg g. The similarity of
two domain solutions is the following:
sim(Ssa ; Sji )

= 1 0 de(Ssa ; Sji )

where Sji is the domain solution of a past case; and de(Ssa ; Sji ) the reduced Euclidean distance
de ned between two domain solutions. The reduced Euclidean distance has been de ned as follows:
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a ; f j )2
de(Ssa ; Sj ) = t
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m
n

m=1

10
a ; fj
where n = jFg j; and d(fm
m ) the distance de ned between two fuzzy facts . Then, if the
11
i
similarity is greater or equal than a given threshold , sim(Ssa ; Sj )   , problem solving can be
stopped, because BOLERO recognizes the current state sa as a goal state.
The de nition of the reduced Euclidean distance among domain solutions, although successfully
used in expert system evaluation in our Institute (Belmonte, 1990; Verdaguer, 1989), is a weak
procedure in order to recognize a goal state. The great amount of di erent goal states, even for
a given plan, lessens the likelihood to nd similar goal states in memory. There are more goal
states than possible plans. So, we have completed the procedure of goal state retrieval with the
procedure that follows.

5.2.2 Dissimilarity detection
At any given moment, a nal plan stored in a leaf node has been fully executed. If past goal state
recognition does not terminate problem solving, BOLERO can proceed by reusing the plans of
other retrieved nodes. For example, it can continue by selecting the node with the second highest
similarity degree (the node with the highest similarity degree is the one whose plan has been just
executed). It is possible to think of continuing problem solving if the highest similarity degree is
10 Since fuzzy facts can be compared according to their position inside a set of linguistic labels (see section 2.4)
the computation of the reduced euclidean distance becomes rather inexpensive.
11 The threshold  has been experimentally found from a current set of cases and domain solutions available, and
set up to 0.96 (see (Verdaguer, 1989; Verdaguer et al., 1992)).
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0.89 and the second highest one is 0.88. Since the similarity degrees of the nodes are close their
situations are close and we expect that their plans only di er on one or few actions. Moreover,
regarding medical diagnosis, it is interesting to note that uncertainty and incompleteness induce
physicians to prefer performing additional tests rather than to forget testing dangerous diseases
(conservative bias). So when the two highest similarity degree are close, we continue problem
solving with a short plan (composed by one or few actions)12 . But it makes no sense to continue
problem solving if the highest similarity degree is 0.99 and the second best one is 0.11. When the
similarity degree di ers so much, we expect that the plans of the corresponding nodes are also very
di erent. To continue problem solving by adapting the plan of the node with the second highest
similarity degree will mean to execute a long, very di erent plan. Besides, a lesser similarity degree
means that our reliance on the resulting adapted plan with which we continue problem solving is
low. We do not expect to nd signi cant evidences for diagnosing the patient by executing the
adapted plan.
In general, among retrieved nodes we can distinguish two sets Nexec and Nrest of leaf nodes
( nal plans and goal states). On the one hand, the nodes Nexec are those whose plans have
been already executed. Consistently the plans of Nexec do not provide information to build a
new plan to continue solving the current problem. On the other hand, the nodes Nrest are those
just retrieved according to the last information available and whose plans have not been executed.
BOLERO has to decide whether or not to continue problem solving with a plan of a node in Nrest .
If the similarity degree of nodes in Nexec to the current case is rather higher than any of the nodes
in Nrest , it is reasonable to think that, if we choose a plan of a node in Nrest to continue, we will
increase plan length unnecessarily.
Recall that the similarity degree is computed by applying the matching function ms to the
current problem solving state and the generalized situation  stored in a node (see section 4.2.1).
Particularly, when applying the matching function to leaf nodes, we talk about the similarity degree
of a generalized goal state  and the current state sa . The key issue of detecting dissimilarities
relies on comparing the similarity degree of the generalized goal states that index executed plans
to the similarity degree of the generalized goal states that index plans not yet executed. For this
reason we have de ned a threshold13 . If  is a generalized goal state that indexes an executed
plan, 0 a generalized goal state that indexes a plan not yet used in the current case, and it is
satis ed that
ms (sa ; ) 0 ms (sa ; 0 ) 
BOLERO considers whether the cases in memory with non-used plans are suciently dissimilar
to the reused plans. If the non-used plans will not enlighten the current problem solving process
BOLERO stops problem solving. The current state is considered the goal state of the current
problem.
6

Application to pneumonia diagnosis

We have applied BOLERO to learning and generating plans to diagnose the agent causing a
pneumonia in patients that acquired the illness outside the hospital environment. Pneumoniae are
diseases that frequently need an urgent treatment (Verdaguer, 1989). An urgent treatment means
that the physician has to diagnose the agent that causes the infection taking advantage of the
known information about the patient, and before knowing the results of some lab tests. Although it
is possible to realize complementary physical examinations, the physician usually do not know the
etiology14 of the illness. Incomplete and uncertain information are characteristics of the pneumonia
diagnoses and they persist along all the therapeutic process. Interleaving plan elaboration and
execution of plans is especially important in this application in which the incomplete information
problem is becoming more acute by the necessity of making decisions and giving advice that have

Note also that the monotonicity assumption about the e ect of actions allows us to proceed in this way.
depends on the number of cases in memory and is de ned in the unit interval. In (Lopez, 1993) there is an
ablation study on the e ects of this parameter.
14 Part of Medicine that studies the agents causing illness.
12
13
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consequences on the patient. We need to make decisions and the experience of the physician in
solving past cases plays a fundamental role in the patient diagnosis.
To develop the application we used 79 cases provided by a teacher that correspond to real
cases from four hospitals (Verdaguer, 1989). The selection of cases has been done by the
teacher, and follows a strati ed random procedure based on the diagnostic groups of the WHO
(Verdaguer et al., 1992). We used 460 attributes to represent the domain of pneumonia. Each
case has, on average, 88.23 attributes, 33% of which are attributes with unknown value. Unknown
values (a.k.a. incomplete information) are thus an essential feature of this domain. To execute
the plans generated by BOLERO, we used PNEUMON-IA* (Verdaguer, 1989; Lopez, 1993), a
rule-based system able to interpret BOLERO's plans. PNEUMONIA* acts as the object-level of
BOLERO-RBS, while BOLERO acts as the meta-level. The evaluation process uses 79 evaluation
standards, one for each case, based on the teacher advice plus the consensus of ve other expert
opinions.
BOLERO has been implemented on a SUN, using CLOS (Common Lisp Object System). We
followed an experimental evaluation method to estimate the system performance. An experiment
consists of using BOLERO to learn plans from n 0 1 cases among the n available cases of an
evaluation sequence S = [C 1; C 2; : : : ; C n], and then measuring the identi cation and prediction
of the system by using cases 1 and n respectively (leave one out method). Identi cation tell us if
the system is able to successfully solve a problem identical to a past problem, i.e. a case already
learned. Prediction indicates the correctness and precision of the system when solving a problem
previously unseen by the system.
As in any learning system, BOLERO is sensitive to the quality of cases. If we train BOLERO
with typical cases and then we test it with atypical cases, results will be unsatisfactory. On the
contrary, false results can be obtained if we do not select accurately training and test cases. To
guarantee that the results do not depend on the order of cases we have randomly generated 10
di erent evaluation sequences and the results shown in this paper report the average of the 10
sequences. To complete the experimental evaluation we have also performed an ablation (ironing
or lesion studies (Cohen & Howe, 1988; Kibler & Langley, 1988)) of the system in which it is
possible to see the impact of the di erent components of the system and design decisions on
the system eciency and results. The following section shows the results obtained when testing
10 evaluation sequences on BOLERO according to the incorporation, retrieval, adaptation and
evaluation methods. Moreover, the strategic relevance of all facts is initially set to 0.5. In the
following, we provide the results of the ablation process in which other methods are incorporated
(learning from experience, changing the strategic relevance or facts, etc.).

6.1 Results on identi cation
Cases identical to a past experience always are solved correctly by BOLERO, which means that
the degree of success for the case is 100%, the degree of focus is 100%, and the degree of disorder
is 0%. So, we say that BOLERO solves a case identical to another in its memory in the same way
that the teacher does. It is important to note that the number of cases in memory does not a ect
the identi cation of the system.

6.2 Results on prediction
Regarding prediction, BOLERO, as we expected, is not so good as in identi cation, but the
results are quite satisfactory: the degree of success approaches 98,30% as shown in gure 8. At
the beginning, BOLERO has no knowledge about plans, but the degree of success increases rapidly
because it learns quickly most of the actions. We have observed that a plan in our application is
quite large, so after learning 8 cases, BOLERO knows 76,67% of all the actions of the diagnostic
task. Finally, the degree of success increases up to 98,30%.
The degree of success achieved is acceptable if we analyze the features of our teacher. We
have compared the diagnoses provided by our teacher with the diagnoses provided by ve experts,
and we observed that our teacher presents more etiologies than the others. Moreover, in our
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Figure 8: Degree of success in prediction.
comparison among the diagnoses of the di erent experts we have detected missing etiologies, that
is, etiologies that are provided by every expert except one. Missing etiologies can be related to the
degree of success: if an expert has a missing etiology, then his degree of success is less than 100%.
Performing a deeper analysis we found that every expert presents at least one missing etiology.
Summing up, the fact that our teacher is the expert that shows the greater number of etiologies
and that it is a normal thing to detect missing etiologies among experts, the degree of success
98,30% achieved by BOLERO can be considered satisfactory.
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Figure 9: Results on prediction. (a) Degree of focus. (b) Unsteadiness.
The degree of focus on prediction is shown in gure 9a15. It is possible to observe that
the number of cases in memory does not a ect negatively the degree of focus, as occurs on
identi cation. In fact, we have observed that the number of times BOLERO changes the plan
when solving a problem (what we call degree of unsteadiness) decreases as the number of cases
increases (see gure 9b). At the beginning (25 rst cases), BOLERO has an unsteadiness of
4-5 changes of plans per cases (cppc). This is caused by the fact that BOLERO has few cases
in memory and, as a consequence, there are few plans to choose when doing problem solving.
Afterwards, when there are about 25-40 cases in memory, the degree of unsteadiness is quite high:
up to 7 cppc. The number of plans in memory has been increased and so BOLERO has more
chances, more combinations to solve a problem. From this point on, when BOLERO learns more
15 Initial data (data between 0 and 8) are not printable. If we assume that BOLERO does not have any knowledge
about plans, then it does not plan. The degree of focus cannot be applied to a null plan.
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cases, unsteadiness is reduced up to 2,6 cppc. The number of cases has been increased, and also
the number of alternatives, but the possibility of nding a similar case in memory is also higher.
Lower unsteadiness then means that BOLERO nds quickly the most similar plan in memory and
that with few changes it is possible to elaborate the complete plan. Note that we never expected
an unsteadiness of 1. This means that the information about a problem is complete and precise,
and this does not happen in the domain of medical diagnosis. If the information is complete and
precise, there is no need to develop an architecture for interleaving plan elaboration and plan
execution. So, a degree of unsteadiness of 2,6 cppc is quite good.
Regarding the degree of disorder when more cases are added in memory, BOLERO tends to
solve problems by building plans where the order of actions is slightly di erent from the order of
the actions that follows a teacher's plan. In spite of that, BOLERO increasingly improves the order
of actions (as is assessed by the decrease of disorder degree) during the sequence of experiments.
We can summarize here that the case-based methods implemented allow to achieve similar results
(and even better, as the case of the degree of disorder) to the ones showed by the human expert
in diagnosis.

6.3 Execution time
The time consumed by BOLERO when learning a case increases with the number of cases
(see gure 10a). This increase is evident since with more cases in memory BOLERO has
more nodes with which to compare a new case, more data to perform generalizations, etc.
Nevertheless, the nal time is less than the time required to acquire from a human expert the
same strategic knowledge needed for planning. In fact, we have a version of the rule-based
system PNEUMON-IA*, called PNEUMON-IA, that contains the strategic knowledge coded
in metarules. Whereas PNEUMON-IA* has a unique plan composed by all possible actions
([gather-information, bact-atyp, pneumococ, enterobact, staphyloc, tbs, hemoph, branha, anaerobis,
streptococ, legionella, meningo, pseudo, nocardia, criptococ, myco, chlamydia, q-fever, viruses,
viruses-bact, citomegalovirus, aspergillus, pneumocistii]) to solve any case, PNEUMON-IA has 64
metarules that generate dynamically plans of actions for each case. Using BOLERO, PNEUMONIA* behavior has been improved, in such a way that its nal behavior is closer to the one
shown by PNEUMON-IA. The expert spent approximately 14 days (8 hours a day) in developing
the metarules of PNEUMON-IA. So we get a great improvement using BOLERO to improve
PNEUMON-IA* performance16.
Regarding the time consumed in solving a case, time increases linearly with the number of
cases, with an slope of 3.5 (approx.), as it is shown in gure 10a. In spite of that, the response
time of BOLERO is acceptable in an interactive environment. Nevertheless, the increase of the
execution time with respect to cases in memory, has lead us to think on developing a mechanism
to decide the convenience of incorporating a case in memory, instead of incorporating all cases, as
we are currently doing.

6.4 Plan memory breadth and depth
The depth of the hierarchy of plans in memory is 12.9367 nodes in average (variance 4.6179) and
the breadth is 1.13 children per node (variance 0.5263). Since the total number of actions in our
domain is 24, we can conclude that the plans are large (around 50% of the actions). We have
observed that there are few branches and most of them are clustered at the root. From these few
branches nodes have only one succeeding node up to certain depth. Branching appears again on
the lowest levels of the hierarchy. When we are closer to a leaf node plans seem to be strongly
di erentiated, that is, we have more information and so less indecision in the plans. In some way,
we can talk about a few number of prototypical subplans. Any plan generated is built by using a
prototype and enlarged with some speci c actions, until a goal state is achieved.
16 Note that cases needed for learning should be also required to build PNEUMON-IA and verify its correct
behavior. So the comparison we make here is valid and illustrates the potential bene t of using learning techniques
in the acquisition of plans.
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Figure 10: Results on prediction. (a) Execution time spent in learning and problem
solving. (b) Number of nodes generated.
The number of nodes in memory increases with regard to the number of training cases, as
shown in gure 10b. However it is interesting to note that we do not have an enormous number of
plans as a consequence of the presence of those prototypical subplans. The number of plans tends
to converge as we can see in the evolution of the learning curve of gure 10b.

6.5 Ablation
We have completed the experimental evaluation of BOLERO by modifying some features of the
system and then studying their impact on the results. We have performed several variations. The
more representative results are shown in this paper (for the rest see (Lopez, 1993)).

6.5.1 Multiexpert versus teacher-only evaluation
To evaluate the e ects of the evaluation procedure we have replaced the evaluation standard (ES)
obtained from the consensus of several experts as explained in section 4.3 (multiexpert evaluation)
by a ES based exclusively on the teacher's advice. Our expectation was that multiexpert evaluation
favors larger plans, since taking into account the opinion of di erent experts we are accepting more
possibilities (i.e. actions) in a plan. Our expectations have been con rmed when the results of
the system remain unchanged except for the degree of focus on prediction that decreases slightly
(see table 4b). The fact that actions not considered by the teacher are accepted introduces a
conservative bias, although it goes against the parsimony criterion.

6.5.2 Equal versus di erent strategic relevance of facts
The next alteration made in BOLERO consists of assigning a di erent strategic relevance degree
to each fact (instead of an initial relevance degree set to 0.5 for all facts). Relevance setting has
been performed by means of the hierarchy of facts expressed in the domain network. For example,
the strategic relevance degree of facts whose identi er belongs to the class semiology are set to 0.2,
while the strategic relevance degree of facts belonging to lab-data are set to 0.9. The importance
of the classes has been established by the teacher following the reliance he has in the facts of
each class when elaborating his diagnostic procedure. For instance, since semiological data are
quite subjective they can be interpreted in several ways. Consistently, the facts related to the
class semiology have a low strategic relevance. Laboratory data, on the contrary, are objective
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Table 4: Results on prediction: degree of focus.
% cases
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
10.36 85.22 82.86 85.22 85.22
16.67 82.23 80.01 81.73 82.76
23.08 80.24 78.02 81.85 83.58
29.49 80.30 78.20 83.99 83.11
35.90 79.88 78.21 81.71 83.82
42.31 80.93 79.26 83.43 85.76
48.72 82.43 80.76 87.43 87.93
51.13 87.01 85.35 88.74 88.35
61.54 97.92 86.25 90.83 88.75
67.95 89.17 87.5 92.08 88.75
74.36 90.00 88.33 91.67 92.08
80.77 90.42 88.75 91.67 93.75
87.18 90.42 88.75 93.33 95.00
93.59 91.25 89.21 94.17 95.00
100 91.25 89.58 94.17 95.00
(a) Multiexpert, learning by experience and equal strategic relevance for each of
the 460 facts (full set). (b) Evaluation standard based exclusively on the teacher's
opinion. (c) Assigning to each fact a speci c strategic relevance. (d) Reducing the
set of facts from 460 to 19.
and trustworthy when making a diagnosis. For this reason, the teacher assigns to lab-data facts a
higher degree of strategic relevance than to semiology facts.
As we expected, the performance of the system has been improved. The degree of success
remains 100% but the degree of focus increases from 91,25% up to 94,17% (see table 4c). These
results show that the strategic relevance of facts is a good instrument to index cases in the system.

6.5.3 Learning from a teacher versus learning from experience
The results shown in sections 6.1 and 6.2 refer to BOLERO when using the learning from a teacher
method. Now we take into account learning from experience. Initially the strategic relevance
degree is the same for every fact (0.5). The strategic relevance degree is then re ned using the
method of section 4.4.2. We expected to eventually obtain the strategic relevance degree of facts
quite di erentiated in order to achieve the same results that the ones obtained when the teacher
assigns a di erent strategic relevance degree to each fact.
The results show that, although the degree of focus does not reach the score of 94,17%, it
follows an increasing learning curve up to 91,25% (see table 5). However, a new sign appears: for
the rst time, the degree of success increases up to 98,86%. This is only a slight di erence, but
it is a sign that tells us that learning the strategic relevance degree of facts we can achieve better
results that obtaining the strategic relevance degree of facts from the teacher. Besides, we should
take into account that when learning the strategic relevance degree of facts we free the expert of
providing them in the knowledge acquisition phase of the system development.

6.5.4 The e ects of the conservative bias
There is a conservative bias in the system that comes from the de nition of the degree of success
(see section 4.3). In the lesion study that follows, we have avoided such bias. The results show
an increase in the degree of success in prediction: 100% when the system has been trained with 8
cases. The rest of the measures remains the same.
In such con guration we observe that the system learns to build plans whose actions
areconsolidated. That is, an action is consolidated if its execution produces a positive step
towards the solution of the problem. For example, if the action pneumococcus leads to produce the
fact (pneumonia-by-pneumococcus, very-possible), we say that the action has been consolidated.
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Table 5: Degree of success and degree of focus on prediction when learning from a teacher (a) and
when learning from experience (b).
casos degree of success degree of focus
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)
10.36 91.19
97.19 85.22 82.86
16.67 97.75
97.75 82.23 80.01
23.08 98.89
98.89 80.24 78.02
29.49 98.33
98.33 80.30 79.86
35.90 98.33
98.33 79.88 78.21
42.31 98.33
98.33 80.93 80.10
48.72 98.33
98.33 82.43 83.68
51.13 98.33
98.33 87.01 85.76
61.54 98.33
98.33 97.92 86.67
67.95 98.33
98.33 89.17 87.92
74.36 98.33
98.33 90.00 88.75
80.77 98.33
98.33 90.42 89.17
87.18 97.75
98.30 90.42 89.58
93.59 98.30
98.86 91.25 91.67
100 98.30
98.86 91.25 91.25
However if the execution of pneumococcus produces the fact (pneumonia-by-pneumococcus, almostimpossible), we say that, in some sense, the action fails. In a robot navigation environment, it is
essential to learn to plan consolidated actions while avoiding failed actions. This is not fundamental
in medical diagnosis, where it is important to consider a dangerous disease in order to check it
is really unlikely. The results when modifying the conservative bias show that BOLERO can be
applied to domains di erent from medical diagnosis.
However we should not forget that BOLERO has been designed to be useful in medical
diagnosis, as the bias introduced in the system con rm. For example, therapy applications are not
well suited to BOLERO, mainly due to the monotonicity assumption on situations. Applications
where BOLERO could be useful are fault diagnosis: nding which component of a circuit does
not work, which part of a car is causing problems, etc. Currently, we are applying BOLERO
to the diagnosis of connective tissue diseases and in ammatory arthropathies (rheumatology
(Belmonte, 1990), for more details see (Lopez, 1993)). The development of two di erent medical
applications, together with the fact that BOLERO could be useful for diagnostic task applications,
allows us to hypothesize about the utility of BOLERO for several domains where the monotonicity
hypothesis holds.

6.5.5 Strategic set of facts versus full set of facts
The last lesion study of the system consists of evaluating the impact of the vocabulary used by
BOLERO, that is, in the quantity and quality of the domain knowledge. It is well known that an
important fact that a ects learning is the presence of irrelevant facts (Kibler & Langley, 1988).
Irrelevant facts are those facts of cases that are not relevant for the diagnosis of the patient.
For example, the name of the patient is an irrelevant fact, while the X-ray data are relevant.
The presence of irrelevant facts in the diagnostic procedure impairs the learning capabilities of
the system and diminishes the performance of the system, as the results of our lesion study
demonstrates.
Our teacher has selected among all the vocabulary (460 facts) the set of 19 facts strategically
relevant. Now cases are represented by a lower number of facts and so are the nodes. Given
a situation, few nodes are now recovered from memory, but they are the relevant ones. In this
experiment the results are the following: with only 23,08% of the training cases, BOLERO achieves
a degree of success of 100%, and the degree of focus reaches 95,00% (see table 4d).
As the number of facts is reduced, the number of indexes is also diminished, and the execution
time is signi cantly reduced. Learning time is about 3,5" (instead of 119,05" when working with the
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(a)

150

(b)
problem solving time (seconds)

training time (seconds)

complete vocabulary) and problem solving time is 28,25" (instead of 265,77"). The important thing
is that the time curve stops increasing and it stabilizes around 18 training cases (see gure 11b).
Regarding overall time we should take into account the time needed by the teacher to select the
strategic facts from the overall set of facts. The full set of facts is the vocabulary from which
we start, that is, the facts represented in the cases collected from the hospitals. This experiment
shows that reducing the vocabulary will be bene cial since results are improved. But reducing
the set of facts has a cost on the expert knowledge acquisition time. These results encourage
us to develop in a future a learning method to automatically reduce the amount of facts. We
think that in case of having a set of cases larger than the current one the method to learn the
strategic relevance degree of facts will reduce automatically the number of facts by lowering down
the strategic relevance degree of irrelevant facts and nally erase the irrelevant indexes of nodes.
In fact, we have already tried to implement this method but we would need more than the 79
hospital cases available to achieve signi cant results in the pneumonia diagnosis. Since changes
are performed smoothly decreasing the strategic relevance of a fact to 0 requires a lot of training
cases.
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Figure 11: Time consumed in training (a) and problem solving (b) when reducing
the vocabulary. Black line re ect the results for the full set of facts; grey line the
ones for the strategically relevant facts.

7

Related work

There are three main research topics we related in BOLERO: case-based reasoning, case-based
planning, and planning.

7.1 Case-based reasoning
Case-based reasoning is a technique often used to develop KBS because of its advantages in
knowledge acquisition. However, each system uses a particular case representation adequate to
the task at hand, and each system uses speci c retrieval, adaptation and learning methods.
In order to store cases most of the case-based systems go beyond representing generalized
cases in memory and represent individual, concrete cases (JULIA (Kolodner, 1987)). In
BOLERO we have represented generalizations of situations, speci c plans (individual), and the
solutions to cases in leaf nodes. Regarding the generalization method, any case-based system
presents its own procedure. In this way, for example, it is interesting to note that REFINER
(Sharma & Sleeman, 1988) generalize the facts by using a semantic net, in the same way as
BOLERO (i.e., the facts orange and apple are generalized in the fact fruit).
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The similarity metric used in the retrieval process is crucial, but there are few formal studies
performed on this topic. Bonissone and Ayud (1992) propose the use of linguistic values
associated with semantic values in order to index and retrieve cases from memory. In HYPO
(Ashley & Rissland, 1988) a credit assignment process is employed. In BOLERO, we have used
numerical values to compare cases because either the use of linguistic labels or a credit assignment
process require an additional e ort in knowledge acquisition as well as in the treatment. In spite of
the fact that similarity functions are often de ned ad hoc in each system, it is important to observe
that, as we have done in BOLERO, most of the authors use the strategic relevance of facts to
evaluate the similarity among cases (Bonissone, Bloom (Aha, 1989), CABOT (Callan et al., 1991),
Cain (Cain et al., 1991)).
Regarding the learning from experience methods, all systems have the same problem: to
determine which cases to store. Lenhert (Lenhert, 1987), for example, has concluded that the
increment of cases in the system can worsen the system performance rather than improve it.
Utility measures has been studied better in other machine learning methods (as in PRODIGYEBL (Minton, 1988)) than in CBR.
We want to stress that in BOLERO we distinguish a learning phase di erent from learning
from experience, that we call learning from a teacher. In BOLERO the acquisition of precedents
is explicitly distinguished in a learning phase in which it learns from a teacher.
With respect to the learning from experience mechanism, the method for updating strategic
relevance degree of facts implemented in BOLERO is related to the modi cation process of the
relevance of indexes in PROTOS (Porter et al., 1990). PROTOS is quite di erent from BOLERO.
Firstly, instead of learning plans, its main objective is to learn concepts from cases provided by
a teacher and a di erent organization of memory is required to deal with such di erent kind of
problems. PROTOS organization of cases is richer than the one developed in BOLERO, since
PROTOS has a great variety of links that are used in di erent situations: to retrieve past cases,
to determine feature exclusion, to di erentiate near-miss cases, etc. Indexes are established when
learning a new case and each index has an importance degree attached that re ects the strength
between a feature and a case or exemplar. This importance degree is adapted successively when
more cases are added to memory and by establishing a dialogue with the expert. This is an
important di erence from BOLERO that learns the strategic relevance automatically. In general,
PROTOS strongly depends on a dialogue with the teacher: the teacher decides if a classi cation
is correct or not, provides the explanations, etc. BOLERO only needs the expert in providing the
training cases and the validity of the solutions.
The results of BOLERO show it is possible to improve a rule-based system by acquiring
planning knowledge from cases. The cost of hours of work that a knowledge engineer would
required to hand-code rules to implement such planning knowledge is saved. CASEY (Koton, 1988)
was one of the rst systems that shows this improvement by integrating a case-based system with a
causal reasoning system in order to diagnose heart failures. The causal reasoning system provides
robustness to the overall system meanwhile cases enlighten the solution of the current case by
referring to previous cases and thus improving the ecient of problem solving. It is interesting to
note that both CASEY and PROTOS are based on the elaboration of explanations when justifying
missing features in cases. The spreading activation method used in BOLERO deals with missing
features tacitly in the retrieval process. Features of a new case activate facts in the domain
network that are used as indexes. A missing feature can be included in the matching function by
a fact more general than the missing feature. We think that this approach simpli es BOLERO's
retrieval process as compared to those of CASEY or PROTOS. Another interesting issue is that
BOLERO learns protocols, that is, how to diagnose a patient, whereas CASEY and PROTOS
learn diagnoses. In fact, they deal with learning in di erent kinds of tasks. In this sense, the task
of medical diagnosis has required the development in BOLERO of a method to learn and recognize
goal states.
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7.2 Case-based planning
There is a big variety of case-based planners but it is interesting to note that most of them work
on a two-phase scenario: rst a plan is elaborated, and then this plan is repaired if it has failed
(NEGOTIATOR (Kolodner & Simpson Jr., 1986), CHEF (Hammond, 1989)). In contrast to them,
BOLERO is able to replan dynamically whenever the current plan is not adequate to the current
situation. This adaptive capability is a consequence of integrating BOLERO with a rule-based
system in a meta-level architecture.
Prodigy/Analogy brings eciency to NoLimit, in the same way that BOLERO does to
RBS. Prodigy/Analogy interacts with NoLimit, a nonlinear planner ascribed to the PRODIGY
architecture (Veloso, 1992), to solve problems. Plan representation in Prodigy/Analogy is richer
than the representation chosen in BOLERO. Prodigy/Analogy uses a tree to represent plans in
which it is shown the nonlinearity of plans and it keeps track of the conditions that support
past plans. Plans are retrieved and replayed in new cases. Both Prodigy/Analogy and BOLERO
can solve a problem with multiple cases but the approaches are di erent. Prodigy/Analogy can
use di erent cases while subgoaling during plan elaboration. BOLERO uses more than one case
as a consequence of adapting the reasoning process by re-planning and can generate new plans
by means of replanning and the reuse of parts of retrieved plans. Another important issue about
Prodigy/Analogy is that it cannot learn from a teacher, as BOLERO does. When Prodigy/Analogy
has no case in the memory, it expects that NoLimit solves the cases by using alternative strategies
(control rules, or asking questions). Cases solved by NoLimit constitute the precedent cases of
Prodigy/Analogy. The main di erence among the cases provided by the teacher in BOLERO and
the ones provided by NoLimit in Prodigy/Analogy, is based on the fact that the cases of NoLimit
include information about the available operators in a decision steps, which operator has been
selected, and other kind of information that a problem solver can provide, but that is dicult
to acquire from a human expert. The di erent kind of domains for which the systems have been
designed (BOLERO for open-goal planning in medical diagnosis and Prodigy/Analogy for classical
planning) have been decisive in the approach followed in each system to acquire cases. In this
sense, BOLERO planning is based on actions while Prodigy/Analogy is based on operators.
Other interesting case-based planning systems related to BOLERO are TRUCKER and
RUNNER (Hammond, 1988). Planning in TRUCKER and RUNNER means to re-use previous
plans. When a goal cannot be achieved, it is suspended and no other alternative method is used.
When executing other plans, new information can recall the suspended goals. As a consequence, a
new plan is generated in which current goals and suspended goals are achieved. This re-planning
capability is similar to the one showed in BOLERO: when the information changes, there is a
chance for re-planning. The organization of cases in memory in TRUCKER and RUNNER is
based on the opportunities to recall suspended goals, that is in situations in which suspended
goals could be achieved. But situations in BOLERO are collections of all the information known
about a case (patient) instead of particular information about a particular action or goal. It is
possible that in this sense TRUCKER and RUNNER have a better retrieval time than BOLERO.

7.3 Planning
Among some planning system we distinguish four interesting ones from the point of view of our
 E,
 ASK and PRODIGY/EBL. Theo-Agent (Mitchell, 1990) is
research: Theo-Agent, PROTEG
a reactive planner that learns from experience. Our system di ers from Theo-Agent in that
BOLERO is able to react to the environment by adapting the reasoning process to changes, i.e.
by replanning. As a consequence, whereas Theo-Agent learn instantaneous reactions to particular
situations, our system learns complete plans. Another drawback typical of reactive planners that
our system does not have is that Theo-Agent does not become necessarily more correct given that
stimulus-response rules does not re ect the e ects of the actions.
 E
 (Tu et al., 1992) is a system that provides knowledge acquisition tools for the
PROTEG
development of knowledge based systems applied to the medical domain. In such domains, we
concur with the authors that plans must vary when the information gathered from the environment
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 E has been applied to a special kind of problem where changes are expected:
changes. PROTEG
therapy (chemotherapy and radiation therapy). Changes come not from knowing new information,
but because of nonmonotonicity: some values of facts change as the e ect of some previous actions.
For example, the value of fact fever can change from 39 centigrade degree to 37 as an e ect of the
therapy. In BOLERO, however, changes occur due to the incomplete and uncertain information
known about a patient while being diagnosed, in a given session, and monotonicity is assumed.
 E-II
 are based on a xed sequence
Moreover, the knowledge acquisition tools provided in PROTEG
of tasks, whereas the purpose of BOLERO is precisely to organize the task (goals to validate)
dynamically according to the most recent information available.
ASK (Gruber, 1989) is a system designed to learn strategic knowledge to plan. The
experimental evaluation of ASK has demonstrated that it is not quite ecient in learning from
scratch. BOLERO however, is able to learn from scratch by means of the learning by observation
procedure introduced in this paper. Moreover, BOLERO can learn either from success or from
failure while ASK only learns from failure.
However, the learning from experience method developed in BOLERO leads to an accumulation
of cases in memory that punishes the eciency of the system. In this sense we think that we need
to incorporate utility measures like the procedures given in PRODIGY/EBL (Minton, 1988). The
utility measures of PRODIGY/EBL are based on the applicability of the control rules learned.
The utility of cases could be measured in a similar way, but it is no so simple: cases not often
used can keep information about singular experiences (i.e. especial critical patients) that should
be taken into account.
8

Conclusions and future work

The main contributions of our research work, materialized in the experiments performed
with BOLERO, can be summarized in ve points. First, we have developed a case-based
planning method for knowledge acquisition that relieves the development of complex, real world
applications. With such a method, it is possible to learn from cases provided either by a teacher
or by the system's own experience. Advantages of BOLERO are the saved engineer's time in
knowledge acquisition, and the automatic detection and correction of interactions among di erent
parts of knowledge (i.e. tuning work). With BOLERO we have shown how case-based planning
minimize the scaling up problem that some machine learning techniques may present.
Case-based planning is not only a useful method for acquiring plans but also for generating
plans. In a real world application the quality and amount of data manipulated makes planning a
complex task. In this sense, the de nition of the strategic relevance of facts has been fundamental.
Working with a real work application, however, introduces a constraint: the availability of cases.
That leads us to assume that a set of signi cant cases that allows the learning are available.
Second, the case-based planner we built is able to retrieve plans from memory according to
the information available anytime. This feature is quite important if we take into account that in
many real world situations known information is incomplete and uncertain. The approach taken to
represent cases has been relevant to develop the retrieval method that allows such behavior. Cases
are represented by decision steps, in such a way that parts of past plans can be used to solve a new
problem. As a consequence, it is possible to generate new plans not previously in memory. The
analysis done about unsteadiness shows that, in spite of the uncertain and incomplete data, the
automatic storing mechanism (with the corresponding generalization method) and the retrieval
mechanism are adequate to the task performed by the system.
Third, we have implemented a way to improve the problem solving eciency of an existing
rule-based system by integrating it with the case-based planner in a meta-level architecture. In the
meta-level architecture the solution of a problem is achieved by interleaving plan elaboration and
plan execution, in such a way that the reasoning process is adapted to changes in the environment.
The third main contribution is then the meta-level architecture with which to achieve an adaptive
planning behavior in problem solving that improves over time.
And fourth, we have developed a method to learn to recognize goal states to deal with
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open-goal planning. This is an innovative issue that arises while learning to plan in medical
diagnosis. The results also manifest the presence of a conservative bias that specially characterizes
medical diagnosis, and that limits the learning capabilities of the system in domains di erent than
diagnosis.
We know that our system has some weak points, as for example the parameters that we have
determined experimentally, the monotonicity assumption and the conservative bias, among other.
But we believe that the experimental results achieved with BOLERO are meaningful for the
development of real, complex applications.
As future work we have several works to improve BOLERO and some new research directions
out of the scope of BOLERO. In order to improve BOLERO rstly we look for a de nition of a
utility measure for cases. Along the the experimental evaluation of BOLERO we have seen the
necessity of de ning a utility measure in such a way that BOLERO only incorporates in memory
cases that improve the knowledge of the system (i.e. with plans signi cantly di erent). Secondly
we could study a chunking mechanism to reduce the number of memory nodes (reducing also the
retrieval time). Node reduction can be performed through the identi cation of sequences of nodes
with a unique successor, i.e. without branching. Such sequences of nodes can be compacted or
chunked in a single node. Thirdly we think about a mechanism for distinguishing relevant from
non-relevant facts. The experience in BOLERO has shown that incrementing the number of facts
worsens the response time of the system as well as the correctness and accuracy of plans. Although
it is possible to know beforehand relevant from irrelevant facts, this task requires an additional
e ort on behalf of the expert in knowledge acquisition time. Therefore, it is interesting to study
new mechanisms that learn the strategic relevance of facts and erase irrelevant facts from memory.
And nally, we are developing a method of generalizing solutions in order to reduce the cost of the
storage of all possible solutions needed to learn and recognize goal states. Generalized solutions
could reduce both memory and time when trying to recognize a goal state.
In the line of new research directions we plan to study a method to learn failures. A method
to learn failures is di erent from a method that learns from failures. Learning failures allows us
to retrieve previous errors in solving new problems. Together with a method to learn failures, a
method to repair plans is under study.
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